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The tools developed in a preceding article for interpreting spacetime geometry in terms
of all possible space-plus-time splitting approaches are applied to circular orbits in some
familiar stationary axisymmetric spacetimes. This helps give a more intuitive picture
of their rotational features including spin precession eects, and puts related work of




\Rotating spacetimes" have captured people’s imaginations ever since \rigid"
rotations in Minkowski spacetime were considered within the theory of general
relativity. Even this simple example which is the foundation of the \ctitious"
centrifugal and Coriolis forces in classical physics has led to its share of confusion
about rotation in relativity. Go¨del’s discovery? of the spacetime which bears his
name certainly added fuel to the re, which was again stoked by the discovery of
the rotating black hole solution of Kerr? and its generalizations.?,?
The language of gravitoelectromagnetism,? specialized in the preceding com-
panion article? (to be referred to here as [BCJ1]) for stationary axially symmetric
spacetimes, helps us to understand the eects of rotation as well as those of accel-
eration and spatial curvature in these three classic spacetime examples. Indeed the
lines of force of the various gravitoelectromagnetic vector elds, especially in the
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Kerr spacetimes, help give a more tangible way of interpreting the behavior of test
particle motions in the gravitational eld of these spacetimes.
Here we focus on the simpler case of circular orbits following Killing trajec-
tories in these spacetimes, conning our attention to the equatorial plane in the
Kerr spacetimes.?,? This test particle motion is an example of \purely transverse"
relative acceleration.? By exploring the roles played by the radial spatial gravi-
tational forces, one obtains a clearer picture of the action and interrelationships
of the various gravitoelectric (GE), gravitomagnetic (GM), and space curvature
(SC) forces that one may dene within each spacetime as well as of the correspon-
dences one may establish between these dierent spacetimes. Presenting the de-
tails of these applications also helps make more concrete the somewhat abstract
but powerful language of gravitoelectromagnetism itself, which can be valuable
in interpreting the geometry of other spacetimes. In particular, previous discus-
sions of circular orbits in black hole spacetimes by Abramowicz, de Felice, and
others?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,? are t into a more general picture
which helps to clarify their particular analyses of the behavior of certain properties
of these orbits.
Each of these three classes of spacetimes have natural stationary axisymmet-
ric nonlinear reference frames, i.e., threaded slicings (hypersurface foliations with
transversal congruences of curves) of the spacetime which are adapted to two Killing
vector elds associated with a 2-dimensional stationary axisymmetry group. The
nonlinear reference frames for the rotating Minkowski and Go¨del spacetimes have
an additional translational symmetry making them cylindrically symmetric as well.
In each case the threading and slicing families of test observers associated with
these nonlinear reference frames are tied to the geometry of the spacetime and help
elucidate its properties.
In the case of Kerr, the nonlinear reference frame associated with Boyer-Lind-
quist coordinates ft; r; ; g? has as its threading observers (following the time co-
ordinate line Killing trajectories) the distantly nonrotating observers or static ob-
servers, while the slicing observers (moving normal to the time coordinate hypersur-
faces) are the locally nonrotating observers or zero-angular-momentum observers.
Both observer families are accelerated, the threading observers opposing the drag-
ging along action of the rotating black hole, while the slicing observers are dragged
along by the hole with respect to spatial innity. In the Go¨del spacetime, the nonlin-
ear reference frame of cylindrical coordinates ft; ; ; zg has the threading observers
moving along the geodesic flow lines of the rotating dust source, while the acceler-
ated slicing observers oppose the global rotation of the spacetime. In the rotating
Minkowski spacetime, the accelerated threading observers are uniformly rotating,
while the geodesic slicing observers are a global family of inertial observers asso-
ciated with the usual time lines of an orthonormal Cartesian coordinate system.
Each of these three spacetime examples exhibits dierent congurations of the vari-
ous gravitoelectromagnetic elds whose comparison oers insights about the nature
of the spacetimes themselves.
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The Go¨del spacetime was rst studied as an example of a constant gravitomag-
netic eld conguration by Wilkins and Jacobs,? based on the analogy between
linearized general relativity and electromagnetism.? Their pioneering work stim-
ulated the present program of trying to better understand fully nonlinear general
relativity in terms of observer-splittings.
2. Gravitoelectromagnetic potentials, fields, and forces
The \rotating Minkowski" spacetime is just Minkowski spacetime expressed in
terms of the nonlinear reference frame associated with a family of uniformly rotating
test observers (threading) and the time hypersurfaces (slicing) associated with the
global inertial Cartesian coordinates with respect to which this rotation takes place.
It is most easily described in terms of rotating cylindrical coordinates ft; ; ; zg,
where  =  0 − Ωt gives the relationship to the nonrotating angular coordinate
 0, as discussed by Landau and Lifshitz? and in [BCJ1]. Although the coordinate
angular velocity Ω about the z-axis may take any real value (deneR = 1=jΩj), here
it will be assumed to be positive in order to discuss corotation and counter-rotation
with respect to the sense dened by the positive z-axis and the righthand rule.
The Go¨del spacetime is a solution of the Einstein equations with constant dust
energy density (0) and cosmological constant  related by  = −Ω2 = −(2R2)−1 =
−4(0), where R = j
p
2Ωj−1 is Go¨del’s curvature parameter \a" and Ω is the
nonzero constant parametrizing the constant vorticity of the fluid source. Although
it may take any nonzero value, it will be assumed to be positive here for the same
reason as above, so that the threading observers corotate with respect to the pos-
itive z-axis in the cylindrical coordinates used here. These coordinates dier from
others in the literature by a rescaling, chosen so that to linear order in the vortic-
ity parameter Ω the Go¨del and rotating Minkowski metrics are the same, although
important dierences occur at second order. In these coordinates the limiting be-
havior approaching the axis of symmetry of the associated nonlinear reference frame
is also the same to lowest order in this parameter, and the limit of both metrics as
Ω ! 0 is just Minkowski spacetime expressed in nonrotating cylindrical coordinates.
Thus the new parametrization of the Go¨del metric emphasizes the key feature of
its geometry, namely the global rotation, rather than the related spatial curvature.
The Kerr spacetime describes the geometry around a rotating black hole with
mass M (directly dening a length scale R) and angular momentum per unit mass
a as seen from innity. The angular velocity parameter a will be assumed positive
as above, so that all three spacetime examples rotate in the same sense. The limit
a = 0 gives the nonrotating Schwarzschild spacetime, while a = M is the \extreme
Kerr" case. The usual Boyer-Lindquist coordinates ft; r; ; g will be used here.
In each spacetime the Killing vector eld e0α = αt generates the stationary
symmetry while the spacelike Killing vector eld αφ generates the axisymmetry,
and the spatial coordinates are orthogonal. For uniformity of discussion, the radial
Kerr coordinate symbol r will be used to denote the cylindrical coordinate  in
the other two examples as well, while the physical (orthonormal) component along
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−αθ perpendicular to the equatorial plane in Kerr will be referred to as along the
positive z-axis as in the case of the plane z = 0 in the other spacetimes and will
be indicated by the index z^. The latter plane will be referred to as the equatorial
plane in all cases. For graphing purposes it is natural to introduce the rescaled
radial variable r = r=R for all these spacetimes and a = a=R = a=M for the
additional parameter in the Kerr case.
For all the three spacetimes under consideration, the spacetime metric restricted
to the world sheet of this plane can be expressed in the reference (i.e., coordinate),
threading, and slicing decompositions respectively as
ds2 = (4)gttdt2 + 2(4)gtφdtd + (4)gφφd2 + (4)grrdr2
= −M2(dt−Mφd)2 + γφφd2 + γrrdr2
= −N2dt2 + gφφ(d + Nφdt)2 + grrdr2 : (2.1)
Since the threading and slicing observer-adapted frames associated with this adapt-
ed coordinate system are obtained by projection of the coordinate frame, their
spatial structure functions vanish. Table 1 gives the expressions of the various
threading and slicing quantities for the three cases.
Table 1. The lapse, and the nonzero observer-adapted components of the shift and spatial metric
in both the threading and slicing points of view are given for the rotating Minkowski, Go¨del and
Kerr spacetimes on the equatorial plane. Note the Go¨del parameter relation
p
2jΩj = 1=R useful
for reinterpreting quantities in terms of spatial curvature rather than vorticity.
lapse; shift and Rotating Go¨del Kerr
spatial metric Minkowski
N = (−(4)g00)−1=2 1 c=p1− s2
√
r=(r3 + a2r + 2a2M)






2 2s2(1− s2)=Ω2 (r3 + a2r + 2a2M)=r
grr = γrr = (4)grr 1 1 r2=
M = (−(4)g00)1=2 γ−1 1
√
(r − 2M)=r
M = −(4)g0=(4)g00 Ωr2γ2 2s2=Ω −2aM=(r − 2M)
γ =
(4)g − ((4)g0)2=(4)g00 γ2r2 2s2c2=Ω2 r=(r − 2M)
γ  (1− Ω2r2)−1=2 ; s  sinh(p2Ωr=2) ; c  cosh(p2Ωr=2) ; t  tanh(p2Ωr=2) ;
S  sinh(p2Ωr) ; C  cosh(p2Ωr) ; T  tanh(p2Ωr) ;   r2 − 2Mr + a2 ;
The general formulas of [BCJ1] for constant speed test particle circular orbits
in stationary axisymmetric spacetimes are easily evaluated for the present explicit
metrics. The test particle moves along the  direction with constant speed. The
4-velocity of a nonzero rest mass test particle is parametrized by the coordinate
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angular velocity  = _ = d=dt as follows
Uα = Γ[αt + αφ] ; (2.2)
where Γ = dt=dU > 0 is dened by
Γ−2 = −[(4)gtt + 2(4)gtφ + 2(4)gφφ] = −(4)gφφ( − −)( − +)
= M2(1−Mφ)2 − γφφ2 = N2 − gφφ( + Nφ)2 (2.3)
and U is a proper time parametrization of the world line. The timelike condition
for the 4-velocity Uα requires Γ−2 > 0, constraining  to belong to the interval
[−; +] between the roots of the quadratic equation Γ−2 = 0 in  corresponding to
null directions, namely
 = [−(4)gtφ  ((4)gtφ2 − gφφgtt)1/2]=(4)gφφ
= [−M2Mφ Mγ−1/2φφ ]=(1−M2MφMφ) = −Nφ N(gφφ)−1/2 : (2.4)
The 4-velocity of a zero rest mass particle (for which Γ−2 = 0) has an arbitrary
normalization factor Γ(null) in place of Γ in equation (2.2)
Pα = Γ(null)[
α
t + αφ] : (2.5)
Circular orbits for which   0 or  < 0 will be referred to respectively as corotating
or counter-rotating (with respect to the nonlinear reference frame or the threading
observers).
Note that the coordinate angular velocity of the slicing observers is just the
average of the two limiting angular velocities
(sl) = (nmp) = (− + +)=2 = −Nφ ; (2.6)
which is just equation (33.16) of Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler? in the specic
context of the Kerr spacetime. Their exercise (33.3) following the discussion of
Bardeen? applies to the general (orthogonally transitive) stationary axially symmet-
ric case,? so that one may interpret the slicing observers as the locally nonrotating
observers with respect to the Sagnac eect. They experience no Sagnac eect for the
oppositely directed accelerated photons constrained by mirrors or ber optical cable
to remain on a given circular orbit, meaning that the alternating meeting points of
these photons lie on the same observer world line. They are also called the \zero
angular momentum observers" (ZAMO’s) since they are orthogonal to the angular
Killing vector and therefore have vanishing angular momentum. A complementary
formula exists for the angular coordinate component of the threading shift 1-form
Mφ = (−−1 + +−1)=2 : (2.7)
This is related to the Sagnac eect as well, as explained below.
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The physical components of the velocities measured by the threading and slicing
observers for such motion are related to the coordinate angular velocity by linear
or fractional linear transformations
(U; m)φˆ = γφφ1/2=[M(1−Mφ)] ; (U; n)φˆ = gφφ1/2( + Nφ)=N (2.8)
and
 = M(U; m)φˆ=[γφφ1/2 + MMφ(U; m)φˆ]
= −Nφ + Ngφφ−1/2(U; n)φˆ : (2.9)
Note that when the shift is nonzero, test particle motions with angular velocities of
equal magnitude but opposite sign lead to physical velocities which do not have the
same magnitude and vice versa. When (U; u)φˆ = 1, the latter equation reduces
to Eq. (2.4).
The \coordinate" gamma factor is easily expressed in terms of the usual Lorentz
gamma factor associated with these relative velocities
Γ = γ(U; m)=[M(1−Mφ)]  Γ(U; m)
= γ(U; n)=N  Γ(U; n) : (2.10)
These formulas may be used to express the angular momentum (per unit mass)
pφ = Uφ = Γ(U; n)φ = gφφΓ( − (sli)) (2.11)
of U dened by the rotational Killing vector αφ and its Killing energy (per unit
mass) E = −Ut = M−1γ(U; m) dened by the Killing vector αt, both conserved for
geodesic motion. These are related to the coordinate gamma factor by the identity
−1 = UαUα = Γ(−E + pφ) in the timelike case and 0 = PαPα = Γ(null)(−E + Pφ)
in the null case, where E = −Pt. Note that the slicing relative velocity is directly
proportional to the angular momentum.




= − gtt + gφt
gtφ + gφφ
(2.12)
denes the angular velocity of the spacelike circular orbit orthogonal to Uα with
unit tangent Uα = Γ(αt + αφ), Γ > 0 and having the same sense of rotation.
This is the angular direction of the local rest space of the test particle.
Consider only a nonzero rest mass test particle in what follows. The various
spatial forces acting on such a particle all point along the radial direction whether
expressed in the threading or in the slicing observer-adapted frame. In the \spatial
equation of motion" (9.9) of [BCJ1], the Lie total spatial covariant derivative of the
spatial momentum reduces to minus the space curvature force (see equations (12.7)
and (12.23) of [BCJ1]) and one nds the following simple results for the equation
of motion in the threading, hypersurface, and slicing points of view respectively
−F (U; u)rˆ = F (G)(lie)(U; u)rˆ + F (SC)(U; u)rˆ ; u = m; n ;
−F (U; n)rˆ = F (G)(lie)(U; n; e0)rˆ + F (SC)(U; n; e0)rˆ ; (2.13)
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namely, minus the relative non-gravitational spatial force must balance the sum of
the Lie spatial gravitational force and the space curvature force. The spatial grav-
itational forces in the various points of view can be separated into their gravito-





rˆ = γ(U; m)[g(m)rˆ + (U; m)φˆH(m)zˆ ]




rˆ = γ(U; n)[g(n)rˆ − 2(U; n)φˆ(n)rˆφˆ] (2.14)




rˆ = γ(U; n)[g(n)rˆ + 12(U; n)
φˆH(n; e0)zˆ − (U; n)φˆ(n)rˆφˆ]
= F (GE)(U; n)rˆ + F (GM)(U; n; e0)rˆ + F (EX)(U; n; e0)rˆ ;
where the sum of terms denes respectively the individually named force terms.
The space curvature forces reduce simply to the sign-reversal of γ(U; u) times the
Lie relative centripetal acceleration
F (SC)(U; m)rˆ = −(; m)rˆγ(U; m)j(U; m)φˆj2 ;
F (SC)(U; n)rˆ = −(; n)rˆγ(U; n)j(U; n)φˆj2 ; (2.15)
F (SC)(U; n; e0)rˆ = −(; n)rˆγ(U; n)[(U; n)φˆ][(U; n)φˆ − (e0; n)φˆ] ;
where
(; m)rˆ = −(lnγφφ1/2),rˆ ; (; n)rˆ = −(ln gφφ1/2),rˆ (2.16)
are the signed Lie relative curvatures of the  coordinate lines in the threading and
hypersurface points of view and
(e0; n)φˆ = N−1N φˆ = (gφφ)1/2N−1Nφ (2.17)
is the physical component (m; n)φˆ along the positive  direction of the relative
velocity of the threading observers with respect to the slicing observers when e0α
is timelike, and of the relative velocity of the time coordinate lines in general.
The caret index notation indicates physical (orthonormal) components along the
orthogonal coordinate frame vectors in the slicing point of view and along their
corresponding spatially projected vectors of the associated orthogonal observer-
adapted spatial frame in the threading point of view.
Finally, the nonzero components of the gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic vec-
tor elds together with the expansion can be calculated from their expressions in
the observer adapted frames (see equations (14.5) and (14.6) of [BCJ1])
g(m)r = (γrr)1/2g(m)rˆ = −(lnM),r ;
g(n)r = (grr)1/2g(n)rˆ = −(lnN),r ;
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H(m)z = H(m)zˆ = M(γrrγφφ)−1/2Mφ,r ;
H(n; e0)z = H(n; e0)zˆ = N−1(grrgφφ)−1/2Nφ,r ;
(n)rφ = (gφφgrr)1/2(n)rˆφˆ = −(1=2)gφφN−1Nφ,r : (2.18)
Explicit expressions for all of these quantities in the various points of view are given
in Tables 2 and 3 for each of the three spacetimes under consideration.
Table 2. Causal restrictions, spatial gravitational force eld quantities, and geodesic and null
conditions for circular orbits in the rotating Minkowski and Go¨del spacetimes.
Rotating Go¨del
Minkowski
length scale R Ω−1 jp2Ωj−1
threading region r < r(h) = Ω
−1 everywhere
of validity
slicing region everywhere r < r(h) = R arcsinh1
of validity
(m; n)^ = −(n; m)^ Ωr p2 t
gravitoelectric g(m)r^ = γ2Ω2r > 0 g(m)r^ = 0




gravitomagnetic H(m)z^ = 2Ωγ2 > 0 H(m)z^ = 2Ω > 0







signed relative (; m)r^ = − γ2
r
< 0 (; m)r^ = −p2Ω T−1
curvature (; n)r^ = − 1
r




counter-rotating _− = −Ω _ = − 2Ω1−2s2 ; 0
and co-rotating (U−; m)^ = −Ωr (U; m)^ = −
p
2T ; 0






null orbits  = −Ω 1=r  = Ω1−s2 [−1 t−1=
p
2]
The threading point of view is valid for those points of spacetime where the
threading is timelike, i.e., where (4)gtt < 0 (or M > 0), while the hypersur-
face/slicing points of view are valid where the slicing is spacelike, or equivalently
where the normal to the slicing is timelike, i.e., where (4)gtt < 0 (or N > 0). If
the threading observers become spacelike in a region where the slicing observers are
still timelike, then the threading point of view is still valid where the magnitude of
the relative velocity of the threading observers with respect to the slicing observers
is j(m; n)φˆj = jN−1N φˆj < 1. Vice versa, if the slicing observers become spacelike
in a region where the threading observers are still timelike, then the slicing point of
view is still valid in the region where j(n; m)φˆj < 1. The regions of validity of the
threading and slicing points of view are given in Tables 2 and 3.
For both the rotating Minkowski and Go¨del spacetimes, the magnitude of the
relative velocity is an increasing function of r which leads to the existence of an
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Table 3. Causal restrictions, spatial gravitational force eld quantities, and geodesic and null
conditions for circular orbits in the Kerr spacetime.
Kerr
length scale R M
threading region r > r(erg) = 2M
of validity
slicing region r > r(h) =M+
pM2 − a2
of validity












gravitomagnetic H(m)z^ = 2aM
r2(r−2M) > 0






































outer light cylinder at r = r(h) (\h" for observer \horizon") where the worldlines
of one of the families of test observers become null and the corresponding point of
view is no longer valid. In the rotating Minkowski case the light cylinder exists only
in the threading point of view and it occurs at the radius for which j(m; n)φˆj = 1,
while in the Go¨del case it exists only in the slicing point of view where it occurs
when j(n; m)φˆj = 1. However, beyond that horizon gφφ becomes negative, leading
to the famous closed timelike  coordinate lines. In the Kerr case where discussion is
conned to the equatorial plane, the situation is reversed and the relative velocity is
a decreasing function of r leading to an inner light radius. The slicing point of view
is valid outside the event horizon which occurs at the value of r for which  = 0,
while the threading point of view is valid for r > r(erg) outside the ergosphere (which
in turn surrounds the event horizon), where r(erg) is determined by the condition
j(m; n)φˆj = 1. The Go¨del slicing observers attempt to resist the global rotation of
the spacetime, but are forced to corotate at the outer observer horizon; similarly
the threading and slicing observers in Kerr are forced to corotate at their respective
inner observer horizons, namely the ergosphere and the event horizon.
The gravitoelectric eld is the sign-reversed acceleration of the observer congru-
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ence, thus revealing the accelerations which characterize the threading and slicing
observers. For example, in the rotating Minkowski spacetime the threading ob-
servers are accelerated radially inward while the counter-rotating slicing observers
(at rest in a global inertial frame) have zero acceleration. In the Go¨del spacetime
the situation is reversed and the threading observers are not accelerated while the
counter-rotating slicing observers are accelerated radially outward. In both cases
an outward acceleration must be added to resist the global rotation of spacetime
(more precisely, of the nonlinear reference frame) by counter-rotating. The equato-
rial Kerr slicing and threading observers are both accelerated radially outward to
oppose the attraction of the central mass, leading to inward gravitoelectric elds
which allow circular orbits even in the nonrotating Schwarzschild limit. In the Kerr
case the threading observers counter-rotate with respect to the slicing observers
and one nds that their acceleration is larger then the acceleration of the slicing
observers.
In each case considered here the gravitomagnetic elds are along the positive
z-direction. In both the rotating Minkowski and Go¨del spacetime this is due to
the fact that the shift 1-forms are along the positive  direction and their physical
components along that direction are increasing functions of r, while in Kerr space-
time the same 1-form physical component is a decreasing function of r but its sign
is reversed. Thus in each case the sign of the radial gravitomagnetic force compo-
nent depends only on the sign of the relative velocity of the test particle along the
angular direction, namely a positive (outward) force for co-rotating orbits and a
negative (inward) force for counter-rotating orbits, where here the terms corotat-
ing and counter-rotating are with respect to the given observer family. Note also
that in the Go¨del spacetime the threading and slicing gravitomagnetic elds are the
same and uniform (spatially covariant constant). That they are equal can also be
seen directly from the transformation law for the gravitomagnetic vector eld given
in equation (11.6) of Ref. ? and using the fact that the threading gravitoelectric
eld and the Lie derivative along e0α of the shift are zero and that the relative
projection P (m; n)−1 reduces to the identity along the radial direction orthogonal
to the plane of the relative motion of the two observers. As discussed in [BCJ1], the
expansion tensor, zero in the threading point of view, has one possibly nonvanishing
r- component which is zero (rotating Minkowski) or negative (Go¨del and Kerr) in
the hypersurface and slicing points of view. Like the radial gravitomagnetic vector
force, the radial expansion force is also positive (outward) for co-rotating orbits
and negative (inward) for counter-rotating orbits, again with the sense of rotation
referred here to the observer family. The sum of the gravitomagnetic vector force
and the expansion force equals the total gravitomagnetic tensor force as discussed
in [BCJ1].
On the other hand, the signed relative curvatures can change sign within the
range of validity of one point of view yielding radial centripetal accelerations (sign-
reversal of the space curvature forces) that can be either inward ((; u)rˆ < 0, the
usual case) or outward ((; u)rˆ > 0). Figure 1 shows (; u)rˆ for the various cases
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in the threading and hypersurface points of view. The local extrema of gφφ and
γφφ are the points where the relative Lie centripetal acceleration changes sign and
the relative curvature of the spatial trajectory vanishes, yielding the Lie relatively
straight trajectories which are also spatial geodesics in each point of view.
In Figure 1 and successive gures, the Go¨del and Kerr diagrams are divided into
regions A, B, and C by thick vertical dashed lines according to whether 2, 1, or 0 of
the two oppositely directed circular geodesics are timelike. The boundaries of these
regions, as discussed in detail in section 4, occur at the radii of the two null circular
geodesics. Thin vertical dashed lines also mark the horizon and outer ergosphere
radii in the Kerr case.
The behavior of the Lie relative curvature depends on the intrinsic geometry of
the Riemannian metric on the quotient space appropriate to each point of view. In
the threading case this metric is just the natural projection of the spatial metric
to the observer-quotient space, while in the slicing point of view, it is instead the
pullback of the spatial metric to the quotient by the threading congruence. For the
case of planar orbits, 2-dimensional embedding diagrams in either 3-dimensional
Euclidean space E3 or 3-dimensional Minkowski spacetime M3 as appropriate are
useful to interpret the eects of this spatial geometry on the orbits in this plane, as
well as on the precession of the spin of a gyroscope following such an orbit. Thorne?
has given an neat illustration of this latter eect in terms of the conical defect of the
tangent cone in the embedding space. The details of the embedding are explained
in the appendix, together with the actual diagrams of the cross-sectional curves of
these surfaces of revolution.
3. Circular geodesics
The timelike circular geodesics are the circular orbits along which the rela-
tive spatial force F (U; u)rˆ vanishes. The relative velocities corresponding to these
geodesics can then be found by setting to zero the sum of the Lie spatial gravita-
tional force and the space curvature force, leading to a quadratic equation in those
velocities or in the coordinate angular velocities (linear when (; u)rˆ = 0). The
regions where the geodesics are timelike are those regions where the corresponding
spatial relative speeds are smaller than 1 (provided that the observers are also time-
like). Let Uα, (U; u)α, and _ be the 4-velocity, relative velocity, and coordinate
angular velocity of the corotating (+) and counter-rotating (−) geodesics in each
spacetime, when they exist.
For example, in the rotating Minkowski case there are only counter-rotating
circular geodesics, which correspond to the points xed in the global inertial frame
with respect to which the rotating nonlinear reference frame rotates, namely the
orbits of the slicing observers ((U−; n)φˆ = 0 in Tables 2 and 3. These worldlines
are clearly timelike everywhere. Their spatial velocity relative to the threading
observers becomes larger than the velocity of light when Ωr > 1 only because the
threading observer congruence becomes spacelike there. In the Go¨del spacetime the
co-rotating geodesics are instead the orbits of the threading observers ((U+; m)φˆ =





















Fig. 1.  versus r: plots of the signed Lie relative curvature (; u)r^ of the circular orbits in
the equatorial plane of the rotating Minkowski, Go¨del, and a=M = 1=2 Kerr spacetimes in the
threading (u = m) and hypersurface (u = n) points of view as functions of r = r=R (Minkowski,
Go¨del) or r = r=M (Kerr). In this particular Kerr case the relatively straight circle occurs just
inside the region C (which begins at r  2:35) described below.
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0). These worldlines are then timelike in the region of validity of the threading
point of view, i.e., everywhere. On the other hand the counter-rotating geodesics
are timelike as long as j(U−; m)φˆj < 1 or j(U−; n)φˆj < 1 which gives r < 12r(h). In
the Kerr spacetime the equations j(U; n)φˆj = 1 and j(U; m)φˆj = 1 have roots
(valid only within the region of validity of each point of view) at r(r − 3M) =
2aM√r=M. In the extreme Kerr case a = M, these roots are r = M for the
co-rotating geodesics and r = 4M for the counter-rotating geodesics.
Tables 2 and 3 show that for the Go¨del and Kerr spacetimes which have two
oppositely directed circular geodesics, both the magnitude of the coordinate an-
gular velocity  and of the angular component of the velocity (U; u)φˆ are larger
for geodesics in the counter-rotating direction than in the corotating direction in
both the threading and slicing points of view. This immediately implies that the
geodesic gamma factor γ(U; u) and with some additional reasoning the coordinate
gamma factor Γ(U; u) are also both larger in the counter-rotating direction than
in the corotating direction. The latter follows from the former using the slicing
representation of the coordinate gamma factor given in Eq. (2.10). This general
counter-rotation eect manifested in this asymmetry between the co-rotating and
counter-rotating directions is the direct consequence of an upward gravitomagnetic
eld which adds an inward radial force to the total sum for the counter-rotating case
increasing the speed, and an outward radial force to the total sum for the corotating
case decreasing the speed.
The asymmetry in the coordinate angular velocity between the corotating and
the counter-rotating circular geodesics is the origin of the precession of their alter-
nating meeting points (after a full revolution, not half a revolution) in the counter-
rotating direction. Analogous to the zero Sagnac eect (slicing) observers which
follow Killing trajectories containing the meeting points of oppositely directed cir-
cular null paths, one can introduce \geodesic meeting point observers" (only in the
equatorial plane in Kerr?) containing the meeting points of the oppositely directed
circular geodesics. Their angular velocity is analogously the average (see Tables 2
and 3)
(gmp) = ( _− + _+)=2 : (3.1)
For Kerr this has the negative value (gmp) = −aMr−3=(1 − a2Mr−3), and for
Go¨del it is also negative (gmp) = _−=2 since _+ = 0. Using Eqs (2.8), (2.9), one
can show that the slicing velocities are also related by averaging
(U(gmp); n)φˆ = [(U−; n)φˆ + (U+; n)φˆ]=2 ; (3.2)
as is trivially the case for the slicing velocities of the null meeting point observers
and the oppositely directed null paths.
The spatial equation of motion evaluated along the circular geodesics with zero
total spatial force describes how the various radial spatial forces balance. In the
threading point of view the expansion is zero because of the stationary symmetry so
only the gravitoelectric, the vector gravitomagnetic, and the space curvature forces
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are present. In the hypersurface point of view the gravitomagnetic eld vanishes
and one is left with only the vector gravitoelectric, expansion, and space curvature
forces. In the slicing point of view all the forces contribute to the radial force balance
equation. Figures 2 and 3 show the plots of the various radial forces (divided by
the common factor γ(U; u)) evaluated along the circular geodesics as functions of
the radial coordinate r in the several points of view and for the various cases. To
better visualize the results, some suggestive 3-dimensional diagrams showing the
balance of the various forces in space may be found in Carini, Bini and Jantzen,?
with relative magnitudes of the various forces given in the limit of small rotational
speeds, i.e., near the axis of symmetry in the rotating Minkowski and Go¨del cases,
and far from the black hole in the Kerr case. We now discuss the force balance for
each of the three spacetimes under consideration.
3.1. Rotating Minkowski spacetime
In the rotating Minkowski spacetime the radial force equation reduces respec-
tively in the threading, hypersurface, and slicing points of view to


















((U; m)φˆ + Ωr)2 ;















Table 4 shows the explicit expressions of the various spatial forces evaluated along
the circular geodesics where they balance.
Table 4. The various spatial radial forces divided by a common factor γ(U; u) evaluated along the
equatorial counter-rotating circular geodesics are given as functions of r in the various points of
view.
Rotating Minkowski Spacetime
γ−1F (SC)r^ γ−1F (GM)r^ γ−1F (EX)r^ γ−1F (GE)r^
Thd− γ2Ω2r −2γ2Ω2r 0 γ2Ω2r
Hyp− 0 0 0 0
Sli− 0 0 0 0
The geodesics are the orbits of particles at rest in the associated global inertial
frame with respect to which the rotation takes place. In the threading point of












































(b) Minkowski: Thd -
GE=SC
GM
Fig. 2. F versus r: plots of the space curvature (SC), gravitomagnetic (GM), expansion (EX), and
gravitoelectric (GE) spatial radial forces (divided by a common γ(U; u) factor and multiplied by
R) along the corotating (+) and counter-rotating (−) circular geodesics in the rotating Minkowski
and Go¨del spacetimes in the threading (thd), hypersurface (hyp) and slicing (sli) points of view,
plotted versus the rescaled radial coordinate r. The horizontal ranges for the Go¨del counter-
rotating/corotating cases are respectively r 2 [0; r(h)=2] and r 2 [0; r(h)]. The thick dashed
vertical line separates the region A near the origin where both circular geodesics are timelike from
the region B where only the corotating geodesic is timelike. The observer horizons are marked by
a thin dashed vertical line.


















































Fig. 3. F versus r: plots of the space curvature (SC), gravitomagnetic (GM), expansion (EX) and
gravitoelectric (GE) spatial radial forces (multiplied by M=γ(U; u)) along the corotating (+) and
counter-rotating (−) equatorial circular geodesics around a Kerr black hole with a=M = 0:5, in
the threading (thd), hypersurface (hyp), and slicing (sli) points of view as a function of r = r=M.
The thick dashed vertical lines at r  2:35; 3:53 separate the three regions A which extends out
to innity, C which extends inward to the horizon (r(hor)  1:87) and B which is sandwiched in
between them and which contains the ergosphere boundary (r(erg) = 2). The observer horizons
are marked by thin dashed vertical lines.
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view these orbits must counter-rotate in order to compensate for the rotation of
the threading observers and the outward gravitoelectric force and space curvature
force along them are equal and add together to balance the inward gravitomagnetic
force. On the other hand the slicing observers are simply the xed observers in the
nonrotating Minkowski spacetime and so they experience no spatial gravitational
eld in the hypersurface point of view. However, in cylindrical coordinates they
measure a radially outward space curvature force, which vanishes only along the
circular geodesics and it is due to the curvature of the circular  coordinates rather
than to a real curvature of the space which is actually flat.
In the slicing point of view there is a gravitomagnetic force and a space curvature
force but again both vanish along the circular geodesics. The relation between the
threading and the hypersurface points of view in this case is given simply by the
addition of velocity formula
(U; n)φˆ =
(U; m)φˆ + Ωr
1 + (U; m)φˆΩr
;
γ(U; n) = γγ(U; m)(1 + (U; m)φˆΩr) ; (3.4)
which just shows that the two points of view are related by a boost.
3.2. Go¨del spacetime
The radial force equations for the circular orbits in the Go¨del spacetime in the
threading, hypersurface, and slicing points of view respectively are


































2 t(1− s2) j(U; n)
φˆj2 − Ω(1− 2s
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Table 5 shows the values of the various spatial forces evaluated along the two sets
of geodesics where the forces balance.
In this case the threading observers move along (corotating) geodesics which
are the same trajectories as the dust particles, while a second family of geodesics
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Table 5. The various spatial radial forces divided by a common factor γ(U; u) evaluated along
the counter-rotating (subscript −) and corotating (subscript +) circular geodesics are given as
functions of r in various points of view.
Go¨del spacetime
γ−1F (SC)r^ γ−1F (GM)r^ γ−1F (EX)r^ γ−1F (GE)r^
Thd− 2
p













































counter-rotates as in the rotating Minkowski case. In the threading point of view
the outward space curvature force balances the inward gravitomagnetic force along
these counter-rotating geodesics, while all forces vanish for the corotating geodesics.
In the slicing point of view, the space curvature force for the corotating geodesics
vanishes due to the factor [(U; n)φ−N−1Nφ](U; n)φ = N−1 _ (U; n)φ in equation
(2.15) which vanishes for _ = 0. Both the hypersurface and slicing space curvature
forces for the counter-rotating geodesics and the hypersurface space curvature force
become negative, corresponding to a Lie centripetal acceleration directed radially
outward, for r > r(rs) > r(h)=2, where r(rs) = 2arcsinh(2−1/2)  1:317 denes the
Lie relatively straight trajectory. This eect is closely related to the result discussed
at length by Abramowicz et al in the case of circular orbits in the Schwarzschild
spacetime and just corresponds to the turning back of the embedded 2-surface of
revolution towards its axis as shown in the appendix. However, the counter-rotating
geodesic is only timelike for r < r(h)=2.
3.3. Kerr spacetime
Here one nds the following spatial forces respectively in the threading, hyper-
surface, and slicing points of view
−F (U; m)rˆ = F (SC)(U; m)rˆ + F (GM)(U; m)rˆ + F (GE)(U; m)rˆ
= γ(U; m)
{[
r(r − 2M)2 −Ma2
r2
p


















r2(r3 + a2r + 2a2M) j(U; n)
φˆj2
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[ M[(r2 + a2)2 − 4a2Mr]
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p
(r3 + a2r + 2a2M)
]}
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[ M[(r2 + a2)2 − 4a2Mr]
r2
p
(r3 + a2r + 2a2M)
]}
: (3.6)
In both the threading and slicing points of view the addition of an upward (+z di-
rection) gravitomagnetic eld, in comparison with the corresponding Schwarzschild
case, adds a radially inward gravitomagnetic force for the counter-rotating circular
geodesics and a radially outward one for the corotating geodesics. The coordinate
angular velocity _− of the counter-rotating geodesics thus increases in magnitude
with respect to the Schwarzschild case while the coordinate angular velocity _+ of
the corotating geodesics decreases in magnitude.
In the threading point of view, the space curvature force changes sign at the
single real root r(rs) of the equation r(r − 2M)2 −Ma2 = 0 which occurs outside
the ergosphere in regions C and B, as shown in Figure 4, thus only aecting the
corotating geodesics in region B. This corresponds to a Lie relatively straight tra-
jectory which in the extreme case a = 1 occurs at r(rs) = (3 +
p
5)=2  2:618,
while for the example a = 0:5 one has r(rs)  2:328. Note that the Lie centripetal
acceleration points radially outward for r < r(rs) while in Go¨del it points outward
for r > r(rs), i.e., approaching the observer horizon in both cases.
4. Accelerated circular orbits
The physical non-gravitational force acting on a test particle that moves with
4-velocity U is just the 4-force f(U)α which is related to the rescaled apparent
3-force by the equation (9.9) of [BCJ1], namely
F (U; u)α = γ(U; u)−1P (u)αβf(U)β : (4.1)
In the purely transverse relative acceleration applications that are considered here,
the 4-force is along the radial direction where the projection reduces to the identity.
The equation of motion may then be simply expressed in terms of the physical force
by equation (14.7) of [BCJ1], namely
f(U)rˆ = γ(U; u)F (U; u)rˆ = γ(U; u)[−F (SC)(U; u)rˆ − F (G)(lie)(U; u)rˆ] = a(U)rˆ : (4.2)
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Fig. 4. r versus a: a plot of the Kerr Boyer-Lindquist radial coordinate r versus a = a=M 2 [0; 1]
for the horizon (hor), outer ergosphere boundary (erg), the two boundaries between the regions
A, B, and C, and the threading relatively straight circles (rs) and embedding signature-switching
circles (ss) for the equatorial plane.
The middle equality is just the rst of equations (2.13). This relationship enables
one to express the single observer-independent quantity in terms of all the vari-
ous points of view using equations (2.14) and (2.15). However, it is important to
remember that for relative motion not of this kind, the situation is much more
complicated.
In the present case the expression for the physical force (namely, the 4-accelera-
tion by the equation of motion) is a quadratic expression in the relative velocity
physical component (U; u)φˆ multiplied by the square of the associated gamma
factor, leading to a quotient of two quadratic expressions multiplied by a space
curvature factor. The zeros of the denominator occur when the velocity approaches
1, i.e., corresponding to photon orbits, values which bound the domain (−1; 1) of
allowed values of the velocity. The zeros of the numerator are just the velocities
which correspond to circular geodesic motion and may occur inside (subluminal) or
outside (superluminal) the physical domain (−1; 1) of the function of the velocity.
As noticed by Barrabes, Boisseau and Israel? in their discussion of the hyper-
surface point of view for Kerr and Schwarzschild, it is very useful to express the
numerator of the physical radial force expression in the explicitly factorized form
f(U)rˆ = (; u)rˆγ(U; u)2[(U; u)φˆ − (U−; u)φˆ][(U; u)φˆ − (U+; u)φˆ]
= −(; n)rˆ ( −
_−)( − _+)
( − −)( − +) (4.3)
valid when (; u)rˆ 6= 0, where the roots of these factors in the rst case are the
geodesic velocities ((U−; u)φˆ  (U+; u)φˆ), at least one of which blows up when
(; u)rˆ = 0 so that the force remains nite when other terms besides the centripetal
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acceleration term are present. This also applies to the Minkowski spacetime with
(U−; u)φˆ = (U+; u)φˆ. Although the right hand side of this equation contains
observer-dependent quantities, the expression itself is observer-independent since it
represents the physical force acting on the test particle. Thus in general, even when
the spatial curvature force changes sign due to a change in sign of (; u)rˆ, the total
force will not. The analogous expression for the zero rest mass particle is
f(P)rˆ = (; u)rˆE(P; u)2[1− (U−; u)φˆ][1− (U+; u)φˆ]
= 4E(P; n)2(; n)rˆ( − _−)( − _+)=(− − +)2 : (4.4)
de Felice?, ? rst used such a factorization (4.3) of the physical radial force for
Kerr expressed in terms of the coordinate angular velocities rather than the physical
component of the relative velocities along the orbit. The new angular velocity
parameter y = =(1 − a) (a fractional linear tranformation) he uses in place of
the parameter  (his Ω) of equation (2.2) for constant angular velocity world lines
corresponds locally but not globally to a new choice of slicing by a local time function
t0 = t− a as discussed in the appendix of Greene, Schucking, and Vishveshwara.?
Although a global such function does not exist, one can introduce it as a well-
dened change of parametrization on the world lines of test particles. The advantage
of this is that the new expressions for the coordinate angular velocity d=dt0 of
timelike circular geodesics in the equatorial plane of Kerr are reduced to the simpler
Schwarzschild form, while retaining the feature that the physical force is still a
quotient of quadratic expressions in this new parameter, as in the case of the original
angular velocity parameter  and also for the physical component of the relative
velocity in each point of view. Note that the physical force is a fractional quadratic
function of the relative velocity, as it is also of any new variable diering from the
relative velocity by a fractional linear transformation, like  or y, or the change in
relative velocity from changing the observer.
Comparing the full expression for the physical force expressed in terms of the
relative acceleration, gravitoelectric, and gravitomagnetic terms in the threading
point of view
f(U)rˆ = γ(U; m)2[(; m)rˆ(U; m)φˆ2 − (U; m)φˆH(m)zˆ − g(m)rˆ] (4.5)
leads to the identication
g(m)rˆ = −(; m)rˆ(U−; m)φˆ(U+; m)φˆ ;
H(m)zˆ = (; m)rˆ [(U−; m)φˆ + (U+; m)φˆ] : (4.6)
Similar relations hold for the hypersurface point of view with H(m)zˆ replaced by
−2(n)rφ = H(n; e0)zˆ + 2(; n)rˆ(e0; n)φˆ. In the usual case in which the signed
Lie curvature is negative, an upward gravitomagnetic vector eld corresponds to a
negative sum for the two geodesic velocities, as will be assumed in discussion below
unless explicitly specied.
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Consider the case of a circular orbit for which the Lie signed relative curvature
(; u)rˆ < 0, i.e., the familiar case in which the appropriate derivative of the Lie
relative tangent vector is inward along the radial direction. Then the physical force
is positive (outward) if (U−; u)φˆ < (U; u)φˆ < (U+; u)φˆ and it is negative (inward)
if (U; u)φˆ > (U+; u)φˆ or (U; u)φˆ < (U−; u)φˆ. This result is exactly what one
would expect in Newtonian gravity: namely, an outward push is necessary to remain
on a circular orbit if the speed is less than the geodesic speed (Keplerian speed in
the Newtonian context), while an inward push is necessary if the speed is larger
than the geodesic speed.
However, again as in Newtonian gravity, if the speed is larger than the geodesic
speed and one increases it, the inward force necessary to maintain the circular orbit
must also increase in magnitude and vice versa. This is not always true in the
general relativistic case, not only in strong gravitational elds but also in certain
weak gravitational elds. To investigate this property, one needs not only the sign
of f(U)rˆ but also the sign of its derivative with respect to the velocity of the test
particle (U; u)φˆ for a given point of view.
This analysis is governed by the 3-parameter family of functions
F(; ; −; +) = [ − −][ − +]=[1− 2] (4.7)
of the real variable  and by its derivative with respect to that variable. A specic
spacetime and choice of observers collapses this family of functions to a 1-parameter
family in which ; −; + all depend on the radial coordinate. The way in which
this collapse takes place leads to many possible behaviors. One must also be careful
taking limits of this expression in which  and another velocity parameter go to 1,
since the order in which the limits are taken matters.
The qualitative behavior of family of force versus velocity graphs (for dierent
radii) is characterized rst by the number of distinct real roots of the force function
for a given radius, and second by the number of such roots which lie in the physical
interval (−1; 1) of \subluminal" values for nonzero rest mass test particle motion.
One can distinguish three dierent regions of the spacetime (which may or may not
be present) containing those radii for which one of the following conditions holds
(assuming − + +  0)
region A: −; + both subluminal,
region B: + subluminal, − superluminal,
region C: −; + both superluminal.
When they exist, the interfaces between regions A and B and regions B and C are
at the radii r(AB) and r(BC) at which the circular null geodesics occur.
Within each of these three regions, the qualitative properties of the force function
are similar and follow from the expressions for its rst and second derivatives
dF(; ; −; +)=d
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= −[(− + +)(2 + 1)− 2(1 + −+)]=[1− 2]2
= −(− + +)[2 − 2=(rel) + 1]=[1− 2]2
= −(− + +)[ − (crit)−][ − (crit)+]=[1− 2]2 ;
d2F(; ; −; +)=d2
= −2[(− + +)(2 + 3) − (32 + 1)(1 + −+)]=[1− 2]3
= −2(− + +)[(2 + 3) − (32 + 1)=(rel)]=[1− 2]3 ; (4.8)
where
(rel) = (− + +)=(1 + −+) (4.9)
up to sign is the relativistic dierence of the two velocities and vanishes when
−+ + = 0 as occurs in the Schwarzschild case. This is a subluminal velocity only
when − and + are either both subluminal or both superluminal (regions A and
C).
The extrema of the force function are found by examining its critical points
which only exist in regions A and C where (rel) is subluminal. The critical points
occur at the roots (complex in region B) of the quadratic factor in its numerator








(crit)−(crit)+ = 1 : (4.11)
Under the assumption that −++ < 0, they also satisfy (crit)+ < −1 < (crit)− < 0
in region A where −1 < (rel) < 0, and 0 < (crit)− < 1 < (crit)+ in region C where
0 < (rel) < 1. Thus the only critical point in the physical region occurs at the
minus root
(ext) = (crit)− = γ(rel)(rel)=(1 + γ(rel))
! 12(rel) ! (− + +)=2 as (rel) ! 0 : (4.12)
In region A this leads to a maximum of the force function when  < 0 (minimum
when  > 0) and a minimum in region C when  < 0 (maximum when  > 0), with
the extreme value
F((ext); ; −; +) = [1 + (1 + γ(rel))−+]=γ(rel) : (4.13)
In region B there are no critical points and no extrema, but one point of inflection.
(rel) has a vertical asymptote at −+ = −1, dividing region B into two parts: on
the region A side (−+ > −1) it is negative as in region A, while on the region C
side (−+ < −1) it is positive as in region C.
In region A where both − and + are subluminal, the value (ext) has a simple
and elegant interpretation in terms of 1-dimensional motion in special relativity.
Consider three relative velocities ; (ext) of three observers with respect to a xed
fourth observer. Determine the velocity (ext) so that in its own rest frame, the
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other two observers (corresponding to ) have relative velocities which only dier
in sign. Using the relativistic addition formula for velocities along a xed direction,
this condition is just
(+ − (ext))=(1− +(ext)) = −(− − (ext))=(1− −(ext)) : (4.14)
Cross-multiplying this equation leads to the same quadratic equation in (ext) as
follows for  by setting the derivative (4.8) to zero. Thus the extremal force observer
sees the two oppositely rotating geodesics with the same relative speed.
It follows that the 4-velocity of the extremal velocity is just the renormalized
average of the 4-velocities of the two oppositely rotating circular geodesics. This
immediately yields the result
(ext) = (crit)− = [γ−− + γ++]=[γ− + γ+] : (4.15)
From this and the reciprocal relation (4.11) one easily nds
(crit)+ = [γ−− − γ++]=[γ− − γ+] ; (4.16)
from which it follows that the 4-velocity of the second critical velocity is just the
renormalized dierence of the 4-velocities of the two oppositely rotating circular
geodesics.
The geometry of the relative observer plane of the circular motion (the t-
subspace of the tangent space) is very useful in visualizing the various velocities
which arise here and in the spin precession analysis, and in extending this discussion
to region C. For a given observer with 4-velocity u in this relative observer plane,
denote the map which reflects across u by a tilde
U = γ(u + e^) ! ~U = γ(u− e^) (4.17)
and denote by a bar the commuting map which reflects (relative to U) across the
nearest forward null direction to the orthogonal direction
U = γ(u + e^) ! U = γ(u + 1=e^) ; (4.18)
where e^ is a unit vector orthogonal to u in the positive  direction in the relative
observer plane of the circular motion. The pair (U; U) arises from either (u; e^) or
(u;−e^) by a boost, for a timelike future-pointing U . For the threading observers,
this corresponds to the bar map introduced in Eq. (2.12). Also let U = γ(u+e^)
be the geodesic (unit) 4-velocities whenever they are not null, whether timelike or
spacelike, and the same for the critical 4-velocities U(crit) = γ(crit)(u + (crit)e^).
In regions A and C the latter pair are related to each other by the bar map because
of Eq. (4.11).
Figure 5 illustrates the geometry of the various velocities in the relative observer
plane of the circular motion for each of the three regions. In region A where the
geodesic 4-velocities U are both timelike, the relative dierence velocity −(rel) > 0
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is the (scalar) relative velocity of ~U− with respect to U+. The critical velocities cor-
respond to the 4-velocities which are the normalized sum/dierence of the geodesic
4-velocities
(crit) = V((rel)) ;
Uα(crit) = (U
α
−  Uα+)=jjU+  U−jj : (4.19)
In region C both U are spacelike. Here one may rewrite the relative velocity
(rel) > 0 in the following form
(rel) = (−−1 + +−1)=(1 + −−1+−1) ; (4.20)
revealing that its sign-reversal may be interpreted as the relative velocity of ~U−
with respect to U+, both timelike in region C. The critical velocities now correspond
to the 4-velocities which are the normalized sum/dierence of the timelike barred
geodesic 4-velocities or equivalently of the tachyonic four-velocities themselves
Uα(crit) = ( U
α
+  Uα−)=jj U+  U−jj
= (Uα+  Uα−)=jjU+  U−jj : (4.21)
Thus in region C the extremal observer sees the two tachyonic geodesic velocities
with equal but opposite velocities as in region A.
In region B where U+ is still timelike but U− is spacelike, the spin-critical
velocities introduced below in section 6. are determined by a similar relationship
but with (rel) replaced by its reciprocal (i.e., U− replaced by U−)







But −(rel) is the relative velocity of ~U− with respect to U+ and −1=(rel) is the
relative velocity of ~U− with respect to U+. Therefore the corresponding spin-critical
4-velocities are related to the critical ones in the same way that the critical ones
are related to the geodesic ones
Uα(crit,spin) = (U
α
(crit)+  Uα(crit)−)=jjU(crit)+  U(crit)−jj : (4.23)
Thus if one reinterprets U in Figure 5(b) as the critical velocities U(crit), then the
four-velocities U(sc) of the gure become the spin-critical velocities U(crit,spin). A
similar diagram for the region B case −+ < −1 has U+ and ~U− interchanged
relative to u.
In regions A and C one can introduce a family of \extremal force" observers with
4-velocity Uα(ext) and its associated relative velocity (ext)(u)
φˆ = (ext)(U(ext); u)φˆ for
both the Kerr and Go¨del spacetimes, both of which have a pair of oppositely directed
circular geodesics. The expression (4.13) with appropriate arguments then denes
the acceleration of the extremal force observers. In region A their angular velocity
(ext) = (Γ− _− + Γ+ _+)=(Γ− + Γ+) < 0 (4.24)
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Fig. 5. An illustration of the relative observer plane geometry of the various velocities which
arise in the analysis of the physical radial force function for circular motion, for each of the three
regions A, B, and C. In regions A and C, these determine the critical velocities (abbreviated by
U(c)) of the force function directly, while in region B where the critical velocities are complex,
the geometry shown instead determines the spin-critical velocities (abbreviated by U(s;c)) for
the spin precession function of section 6.. The case −+ < −1 of region B is obtained from the
case −1 < −+ < 0 shown in b) by interchanging U+ and ~U−, reversing the sign of the relative
velocity. The case −+ = −1 separating these two has instead U+ = ~U−.
is easily evaluated by averaging the geodesic 4-velocities in the form (2.2), and is
negative since Γ− > Γ+ as explained at the beginning of section 3.. For low speeds
(Γ ! 1), this reduces to the average angular velocity (gmp). In region C their
angular velocity is given by the analytic continuation of above formula (Γ are
purely imaginary so (ext) remains real) but is instead positive.
Thus the extremal force condition picks out the family of observers which see
two oppositely moving geodesic test particles symmetrically, i.e., with the same
relative speed. Expressing the physical force function with respect to these observers
leads to an expression which is an even function of  since F(; ;−+; +) =
[2 − +2]=[1− 2]. However, a pair of oppositely directed geodesic test particles
which start from a given such observer do not return simultaneously to the same
observer after each full revolution of the orbit because of the same asymmetry
between corotation and counter-rotation which appears in the relationship (2.8)
between the physical velocity component and the angular velocity. This is described
below as a geodesic analog of the Sagnac eect.
The dierence
(ext) − (gmp) = 12 [(Γ− − Γ+)=(Γ− + Γ+)][ _− − _+] < 0 (4.25)
is negative since Γ− > Γ+ and _− < 0; _+ > 0, so the extremal force observers
counter-rotate with respect to the geodesic meeting point observers. The negative
values of the angular velocities of both families of observers leading to counter-
rotation with respect to the threading observers is due to the asymmetry in their
equation of motion introduced by the gravitomagnetic vector force. In both cases
these counter-rotate with respect to the slicing observers (which are determined by
the null circular orbit meeting points) since the asymmetry introduced by the grav-
itomagnetic force, being proportional to the speed, is smaller for timelike velocities
compared to the speed of light, and so the corotating \dragging" eect is smaller.
It seems reasonable that at least in the limit of small angular speeds, the physical
force maintaining the orbits of the extremal force observers is maximum since in
some sense they have the least relative angular motion with respect to the geometry,
and hence require the most force to keep from falling towards the center of symmetry.
This is intuitively clear in Kerr where the attraction towards the center is provided
by the gravitoelectric eld of the mass giving rise to the gravitational eld. In
the Go¨del spacetime in the slicing point of view, the gravitoelectric eld is also
inward, so a test particle initially at rest would also begin to fall towards the axis
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of symmetry as it follows a circular orbit with a dierent center.
Table 6. Signs of the physical component of the physical radial force and its velocity derivatives for
circular orbits for the usual case (; u)r^ < 0. The abbreviations  = (U; u)^ and  = (U; u)^
are used.
Region A Region B Region C
− > −1 − < −1 − < −1
+ < 1 + < 1 + > 1
f(U)r^
positive if :
− <  < +
negative if :









any sign negative any sign
d2f(U)rˆ
d2
negative any sign positive
Table 6 gives the sign of the physical force and of its rst and second deriva-
tives for each of these regions. For the Go¨del spacetime, there is always at least
one timelike geodesic at every radius (the threading observers) so region C does
not exist, while region C disappears from the Kerr spacetime in the extreme case
a = M. Similarly the region B, whose existence is due to the asymmetry in the
angular motion introduced by the rotation of the reference frame, disappears in
the Schwarzschild limit a = 0 of Kerr. In the rotating Minkowski spacetime, the
two real roots of the force function coincide, so there is only one circular geodesic
(the counter-rotating slicing observer) and it is timelike at each radius where the
threading point of view is valid, so only region A exists in both points of view.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the radius r as a function of a for Kerr for the
two boundaries r(AB), r(BC) between the three regions A, B, and C, together with
the radii of the relatively straight circles and embedding-signature-switching circles
for the threading point of view discussed in the appendix.
For each value of the radial variable, one can plot the physical force f(U)rˆ versus
the physical component (U; u)φˆ of the relative velocity in the angular direction for
both the threading and slicing points of view. Figure 6 shows a representative
sample of these curves for the rotating Minkowski spacetime, the Go¨del spacetime,
the Kerr spacetime with a=M = 0:5, and the Schwarzschild spacetime a = 0. Shown
also is the curve whose intersection with each force graph occurs at the velocity of
the other family of observers. In the Go¨del slicing case, for example, this is just the
positive horizontal axis since the theading observers are geodesic and corotating.
The curves of relative extrema of the force graphs are also plotted.
Note that in the slicing point of view in Minkowski spacetime, only the space
curvature force due to the circular orbit is nonzero. This is just the usual inward
centripetal acceleration required to maintain a circular orbit under the influence of
no real forces, scaled by a squared gamma factor. It has a maximum at the relative
velocity of the slicing observers, which are the extremal force observers in this case.
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Increasing the radius flattens the force graph due to its inverse dependence on r. In
the threading point of view, the force graph also migrates to the left as it follows
the velocity of the single counter-rotating circular geodesic followed by the slicing
observers at each radius, going innite at the threading observer horizon radius.
For a rotating spacetime the physical force f(U)rˆ is not a symmetric function
of the relative velocity (U; u)φˆ since the gravitomagnetic vector force introduces
an asymmetry between the corotating and counter-rotating orbits. For the Kerr
and Go¨del spacetimes the maxima and minima of the force graphs in regions A and
C do not occur at zero velocity. At these extrema the derivative of the force with
respect to the velocity changes sign at a nonzero relative velocity, leading to eects
which run counter to our ordinary Newtonian intuition about the radial force for
circular orbits in a force eld.
For those spacetimes with a region A (Kerr and Go¨del), the sign of the radial
force in that region behaves according to our Newtonian intuition about circular
orbits. A positive (outward) radial force is required to support a circular orbit
with speed less than the Keplerian speed, and a negative (inward) force is required
to hold in a circular orbit with more than that speed. In the Schwarzschild case,
the extrema of the force graphs occur at zero velocity and are local maxima in this
region, so increasing the speed decreases the outward radial force needed to maintain
the orbit. However, for the Kerr and Go¨del spacetimes, the local maxima occur at
negative (slicing or threading) velocities, so for the counter-rotating orbits between
zero velocity and the one at the local maximum, increasing the speed increases the
outward radial force necessary to maintain the orbit, which is the opposite of what
happens in Newtonian gravity. We refer to this simply as \counter-intuitive radial
force behavior." Thus in region A, extending to innite radius in Kerr but from zero
radius out to the radius at which the counter-rotating geodesic becomes spacelike in
the Go¨del spacetime, those counter-rotating orbits with speeds less than the speed
at which the maximum of the force occurs experience this behavior.
For those spacetimes with a region B (Kerr and Go¨del) where only the counter-
rotating geodesic is spacelike (superluminal velocity), there is no local extremum
on each force graph in this region. A particle on a counter-rotating circular orbit is
forced to move with a velocity smaller than the (unphysical) geodesic speed and so it
must be pushed outward (positive force) to maintain the orbit. This is as expected.
However, if the speed of a counter-rotating orbit increases then the positive force
increases as well, which is again counterintuitive.
In the region C in the Kerr spacetime where both the corotating and the counter-
rotating circular geodesics are spacelike (superluminal velocities), both corotating
and counter-rotating test particles are forced to move with a speed less than the
geodesic speed thus always yielding a positive (outward) radial force. As their speed
approaches 1, the Lorentz gamma factor goes to innity causing the physical force to
increase to innity as well. Since a local minimum occurs at a corotating (positive)
velocity, increasing the speed increases the outward force for velocities outside the
interval between zero velocity and the positive velocity where the minimum occurs.
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Fig. 6. f versus : plots of the radial physical component of the force acting on a nonzero rest
mass test particle moving on an equatorial circular orbit as a function of the physical component
of the relative velocity of the particle in the angular direction for the rotating Minkowski, Go¨del,
Kerr (a=M = 0:5), and Schwarzschild (a = 0) spacetimes. The solid curves are the graphs of the
force plotted versus the relative velocity for selected values of the radius. For the spacetimes other
than rotating Minkowski, regions A, B, and C are the regions which are separated by the long
dashed lines, from bottom to top. Region C is missing in Go¨del and region B in Schwarzschild.
The short dashed lines connect the local extrema of the force graphs. The long-short dashed line
marks the point on a given such graph which occurs at the velocity of the other family of observers.
For Kerr the force curves move higher along the vertical axis with decreasing radius from region
A extending out to innity through region B into region C containing the ergosphere and nally
approaching the observer horizon. This is also true for Schwarzschild except that region B dis-
appears between the interface of regions A and C at r = 3m. For Go¨del they move higher along
the vertical axis (slicing diagram) or the dashed-dotted line (threading diagram) with increasing
radius from region A near r = 0 into region B approaching the observer horizons. For the rotating
Minkowski slicing diagram, they move outward from the vertical axis with increasing radius, and
in the threading diagram they move to the left with increasing radius toward the observer horizon.
The thickened force curve represents the radius of the ergosphere (threading observer horizon) in
the Kerr slicing case and the corresponding slicing observer horizon radius in the Go¨del threading
case. Almost no change in the force curve occurs beyond that radius in the Go¨del threading case.
Thus some corotating and all counter-rotating orbits exhibit counter-intuitive radial
force behavior.
This happens for all circular orbits in region C in the Schwarzschild spacetime,
where the interval between zero velocity and the velocity of this minimum shrinks
to zero width. The corotating and counter-rotating geodesic velocities take the
relativistically corrected Keplerian values





and the physical force reduces to
f(U)rˆ = (; u)rˆγ(U; u)2[((U; u)φˆ)2 − ((U; u)φˆ)2] ; (4.27)
where the signed relative curvature is
(; u)rˆ = −
√
1− 2M=r=r : (4.28)
The two circular geodesics become null at r = 3M where j(U; u)φˆj = 1, and then
spacelike for smaller radii. At this coordinate radius the physical force reduces to
f(U)rˆ = −(; u)rˆ > 0 which is independent of the velocity of the test particle,
leading to the dashed line force graph separating the two regions A and C in Fig-
ure 6(d). For 2M < r < 3M (region C), the circular geodesics are both spacelike
and the physical force on the test particle must be positive. Moreover f(U) is an
increasing function of j(U; u)φˆj in that region and so increasing the speed of the
test particle increases the outward physical force, contrary to Newtonian intuition.
This counter-intuitive radial force behavior was rst discovered by Abramo-
wicz?, ? in the Schwarzschild case inside r = 3M, the outer boundary in the equato-
rial plane of his \rotosphere",? and he explains it as due to a reversal of the \optical
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centrifugal force" in a decomposition of the physical force into a sum of terms. de
Felice?, ? has noticed this behavior in the Kerr spacetime using a factorization of
the physical force in terms of angular velocity, which is closely connected to the
threading point of view relative velocity, and he uses the term \prehorizon regime"
to characterize it, since initially he interpreted this behavior as a way of signaling
the approach to a horizon. Later he discovered that it can occur for counter-rotating
orbits even a great distances from a rotating object.? Barrabes, Boisseau, and Is-
rael? have used the hypersurface point of view to describe the same phenomenon
for both Schwarzschild and Kerr, but using a factorization of the physical force in
terms of the slicing relative velocities.
Of course all of these eects depend on the zero point used for the relative speed,
and are therefore observer-dependent. The choice of observer used to describe the
eect depends on exactly what one wants to measure or explain. The threading
point of view is relevant to behavior as seen from innity, while the hypersurface
point of view might be appropriate for local considerations like accretion disks.
For the extremal force observers in region A introduced above, the extrema of the
physical force occur at zero relative velocity. A similar family exists in region C. For
example, in the region C of the Kerr diagram, one sees that the corotating family
of observers for which the minimum occurs approaches the slicing observers at the
horizon but increasingly corotates faster than those observers until it experiences its
own outer observer horizon as one moves out to the radius of the corotating photon
orbit. In this region C the counter-intuitive radial force behavior occurs for all
relative velocities with respect to these observers just as in the Schwarzschild case.
For a certain interval of larger radii (region B), no extremum occurs. Then in the
region A outside the radius at which the counter-rotating photon orbit occurs, one
has a counter-rotating family for which the maxima occur. This second family has
an inner horizon at that radius and counter-rotates with respect to the threading
observers but approaches them at innite radius. For this second family the counter-
intuitive radial force behavior does not occur. Figure 7(a) shows the coordinate
angular velocity of each of the geometrically dened observer families for the Kerr
spacetime as a function of the radius (see Fig. 2 of de Felice and Usseglio-Tomasset?),
including the Carter family associated with the usual orthogonal frame in which
the Kerr metric is stated in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (Eq. (33.2) of Misner,
Thorne, and Wheeler?), an observer family which has a coordinate angular velocity
(car) = a=(r2 +a2) and simultaneously diagonalizes the electric and magnetic parts
of the curvature tensor. Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding plot of the observers’
physical relative velocities in the slicing point of view.
Finally consider the less usual case in which the Lie signed relative curvature
is positive, (; u)rˆ > 0, which would seem to reverse the sign of the physical
force as one crosses the Lie relatively straight trajectory from the side for which
(; u)rˆ < 0. However, the superluminal velocity (U−; u) blows up at this radius,
switching signs so that the physical force remains nite and does not change sign,
even though the relative centripetal acceleration itself does change sign (\reversal of
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the centrifugal force" in the language of Abramowicz et al,? but in the true relative
geometry rather than the optical one). For example, in the extreme Kerr case in
the threading point of view, the relative curvature becomes positive for r < r(rs)
and the space curvature force along the corotating circular orbit becomes negative
while (U−; m)rˆ blows up there. In the Go¨del spacetime this instead occurs in the
slicing point of view where the relative curvature becomes positive for r > r(rs).
5. Optical geometry and inertial forces in the static case
The preceding companion article [BCJ1] shows how the optical gauge conformal
transformation of the spatial metric changes the relative centripetal acceleration to
the optical relative centripetal acceleration and reshues the various spatial forces
in the spatial equation of motion. As discussed there, the optical geometry is only
natural in the static case, which in the present context applies to the Schwarzschild
limit of the Kerr spacetime.
Those results are easily specialized to this latter case, so that one can see how the
various radial spatial forces for circular orbits are transformed under the conformal
transformation. Agreeing that orthonormal components of optical quantities are
normalized in the optical geometry, the transformation of the signed Lie relative
curvature (equation (14.3) of [BCJ1]) is
~(; u)rˆ = −1[(; u)rˆ − (ln),rˆ ] ; (5.1)
while the curvatures themselves are
~(; u)rˆ = −(1− 3M=r)=r ; (; u)rˆ = −(1− 2M=r)1/2=r : (5.2)
With the static relation g(u)rˆ = (ln ),rˆ that follows from the optical choice  =
M−1 or  = N−1 respectively, this leads to equation (A.23) of [BCJ1] for the trans-
formation of the centripetal acceleration, here specialized to orthonormal compo-
nents
−1~a(?)(tem)(U; u)
rˆ = a(?)(tem)(U; u)
rˆ − j(U; u)φˆj2g(u)rˆ : (5.3)
For comparison with the literature, note that the conformal factor is not present in
the covariant (unnormalized) coordinate component form of this equation.
Using this result in equation (4.2), one nds the following expression for the
physical force necessary to maintain the circular orbit in terms of the Lie optical
relative acceleration
f(U)rˆ = −1γ(U; u)2~a(?)(lie)(U; u)
rˆ − γ(U; u)F (G)(lie)(U; u)rˆ + γ(U; u)2j(U; u)φˆj2g(u)rˆ
= −1γ(U; u)2~a(?)(lie)(U; u)
rˆ − g(u)rˆ ; (5.4)
where the extra term γ(U; u)2j(U; u)φˆj2g(u)rˆ which comes from the conformal
transformation of the centripetal acceleration combines with the term−γ(U; u)2g(u)rˆ
in the spatial gravitational force to form a velocity-independent force, namely mi-
nus the gravitoelectric eld −g(u)rˆ. Abramowicz refers to this as the gravitational
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Fig. 7. (a).  versus r: plots of the coordinate angular velocities of the preferred observer families
in the equatorial plane of the Kerr spacetime as a function of the radial coordinate r for a = 0:5.
The thick outer long dashed curves (+ above, − below) correspond to the null orbits which
enclose the physical region of timelike orbits, a region divided in two by the thick short dashed
curve (sli); these three curves meet at the horizon at the left edge of the graph. The thick long-
short dashed horizontal axis corresponds to (thd) = 0. The two solid curves immediately above
and below (sli) and (thd) = 0 respectively are (car) and (gmp). The thin dashed curves are
(geo) = _, which intersect the null orbit curves at the interface between regions A, B, and C
by denition. The solid curves in regions A and C terminating in these same intersection points
correspond to ((ext)). The curve decreasing from the upper geodesic photon point to the lower
geodesic photon point in region B is (crit;spin) where the threading precession is extremal.
(b).  versus r: the plot of the corresponding physical relative velocities in the slicing point of
view as a function of the radius.
(c).  versus r: the same plot as in (b) showing the three physical relative velocities at which the
corrected spin precession (U; m; E)z^ vanishes.
force,? but with respect to the local rest space of the test particle itself, not the
static observers xed in the geometry of the spacetime.
The remaining term in the physical force, namely the sign reversal of the Lie
optical relative centripetal acceleration multiplied by the proper time correction
factor γ(U; u)2 and the conformal transformation factor for relative acceleration,
is what Abramowicz identies as his centrifugal force in the static case. The Lie
optical relative centripetal acceleration is (see [BCJ1]) is explicitly
~a(?)(lie)(U; u)
rˆ = −j~(U; u)φˆj2[ln ~g(u)φφ1/2],rˆ ; (5.5)
where ~(U; u)rˆ = (U; u)rˆ. In their attempts to extend Abramowicz’s work to the
Kerr spacetime, Iyer and Prasanna?, ?, ? evaluate this result for the slicing decomposi-
tion, while Prasanna and Chakrabarti? evaluate it for the threading decomposition,
modulo conformal factors.
The step which goes from the spatial equation of motion expressed in terms of the
sum of the relative centripetal acceleration and the spatial gravitoelectric force to
the same equation expressed in terms of the sum of the optical relative centripetal



















(1− 2M=r)−1/2 : (5.6)
This clearly shows the result that at r = 3M, the physical force acting on the test
particle is independent of its velocity. This last property of the physical force is
lost in the corresponding stationary case because of the presence of the velocity-
dependent gravitomagnetic force.
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6. Spin precession
A test gyroscope following a test particle world line in spacetime undergoes
Fermi-Walker transport along that worldline. Precession of the spin direction is a
relative eect, depending on both the family of test observers and the single test
observer following the test particle world line. Spin precession for geodesic motion
will be analyzed rst, and then followed by the case of accelerated motion. Papa-
petrou? has shown that a spinning particle does not follow a geodesic in spacetime
but is subject to Riemannian tensor forces. These forces and any non-gravitational
forces acting on a gyroscope are represented by the force F (U; u)α, which leads to
the Thomas precession term given below for accelerated motion.
The precession angular velocity of the spin of a gyroscope (with 4-velocity Uα)
as seen in its own local rest space is a relative eect, parametrizing the derivative
of the relative boost between the local rest space of an observer congruence and the
local rest space of the gyroscope along its world line. Given an observer-adapted
orthonormal spatial frame fEaαg on spacetime which is tied to the observer con-
gruence by spatial co-rotating Fermi-Walker transport, one can boost the frame to
the local rest space of the gyroscope, and the components of its spin with respect
to that boosted frame will undergo a time-dependent rotation with an associated
proper time angular velocity having components
(U; u; E)a = γ(U; u)[(cfw)(U; u)a + (sc)(U; u; E)a] ; (6.1)
where
(cfw)(U; u)a = − 12H(u)a
−γ(U; u)[γ(U; u) + 1]−1[(U; u)u F (U; u)]a
+[γ(U; u) + 1]−1 [(U; u)u F (G)(fw)(U; u)]a
= (gm)(u)a + (thom)(U; u)a + (geo)(U; u)a (6.2)
is the precession angular velocity relative to a spatial (with respect to uα) co-
rotating Fermi-Walker frame transported along Uα (and consisting of gravitomag-
netic, Thomas, and geodesic terms), while the space curvature term
(sc)(U; u; E)a = 12(u)
abcΓ(u)[bjdjc](U; u)d (6.3)
is the relative angular velocity of the latter frame with respect to the observer-
adapted frame fEaαg, and the factor γ(U; u) in Eq. (6.1) is necessary to convert the
observer proper time derivative to the gyroscope proper time derivative. Conversely,
removing the gamma factor in Eq. (6.1) one obtains the precession of the spin as seen
by the sequence of observers along its path, removed of the directional distortions
caused by the Lorentz boost between the two local rest spaces.
This description is valid for an arbitrary spacetime.? For the threading observers
in the nonlinear reference frame associated with post-Newtonian coordinates in that
approximation to general relativity, one obtains the Schi formula for the precession
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with respect to the \distant stars." One can use those same general results in the
threading point of view for any of the three spacetimes under consideration to
obtain an exact precession formula for a gyroscope in an equatorial plane circular
orbit. The natural observer-adapted (right-handed) orthonormal spatial frame Eaα
which is tied to the threading observer congruence by corotating Fermi-Walker
transport (in the equatorial plane) consists of unit vectors along the coordinate
radial r direction, the observer local rest space  direction, and the − or positive z
direction, respectively. The relative observer boost of this spatial frame to the local
rest space of the gyro, completed to a spacetime frame by the gyro 4-velocity, is
called a phase-locked frame by de Felice and Usseglio-Tomasset?, ? who investigate
who investigate the Kerr case, and it is also the spacetime Serret-Frenet frame
for the circular orbit discussed in detail by Iyer and Vishveshwara,? who treat the
general stationary axisymmetric case.
For Kerr, the resulting spin precession formula has the same interpretation as
the Schi formula, namely the precession of the spin with respect to a local frame
locked onto the distant stars. For the Go¨del spacetime, one obtains the precession
with respect to a local frame locked into the perfect fluid source of the gravitational
eld, which reduces to the gravitomagnetic term alone in the corotating geodesic
case where the relative velocity is zero. For the rotating Minkowski spacetime,
the circular geodesics correspond to points xed in the inertial coordinates of the
slicing observers, so the precession question is not interesting without considering
accelerated circular orbits, where the Thomas precession is obtained in the slicing
point of view.? In all cases the only nonvanishing component of the spin precession
is
(U; m; E)zˆ = γ(U; m)[(cfw)(U; m)zˆ + (sc)(U; m; E)zˆ]
= γ(U; m)(sph)(U; m; E)zˆ ; (6.4)
where (sph)(U; m; E)zˆ is the precession of the spin with respect to the static spher-
ical frame as seen by the sequence of observers along the gyro world line.
First consider the case of geodesic motion so that the Thomas precession is
zero. For an equatorial circular geodesic in an axisymmetric stationary spacetime,
the angular velocity terms in the threading point of view take the form
(cfw)(U; m)zˆ = − 12H(m)zˆ −
(U; m)φˆ









rˆ = γ(U; m)[g(m)rˆ + 12(U; m)
φˆH(m)zˆ] ; (6.6)
and
(sc)(U; m; E)zˆ = − 12(U; m)φˆ(ln γφφ),rˆ = (U; m)φˆ(; m)rˆ
= (U; m)φ sgn((; m)rˆ)R(m)=(; m) ; (6.7)
where R(m) = γφφ1/2.
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r=M(r − 2M)] ; (6.8)



















and the gravitomagnetic, geodesic, and space curvature angular velocities are
(gm)(m)zˆ = − aM
r2(r − 2M) ;
(geo)(U; m)zˆ = −Mγ(U; m)(U; m)
φˆ(−p + a(U; m)φˆ)
(γ(U; m) + 1)r2(r − 2M)






(sc)(U; m; E)zˆ = −(U; m)









The sum of these three terms






gives the total precession angular velocity of the spin with respect to the spherical
static frame in terms of the threading observer proper time. It vanishes in the limit
γ(U; m)−1 ! 0 as j(U; m)j ! 1 which occurs for the two freefall photon orbits,
corresponding to a locking of the spin to that frame. This is consistent with the
picture of a photon as a massless spinning particle with spin along the direction of
motion, i.e., locked to the -direction in the case of a circular orbit. On the other
hand, the precession from the point of view of the gyro has the same simple form
(U; m; E)zˆ = 
√M=r3 as in the Schwarzschild limit.
However, since the static spherical frame is locked to the radial direction, it
undergoes a rotation of 2 sgn (U; n)φˆ during each revolution with respect to
Cartesian-like frames along the gyro worldline and so the spin rotates an addi-
tional −2 sgn (U; n)φˆ with respect to the Cartesian-like frames. This corresponds
to a precession angular velocity of the spherical frame components of the spin of
the gyroscope equal to the orbital coordinate angular velocity which must therefore
be added to the space curvature precession to correct it, once suitably scaled to
account for the dierence between coordinate and observer proper times
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The corrected space curvature angular velocity is then
(sc,cor)(U; m; E)zˆ = (sc)(U; m; E)zˆ + (U; m)φ (6.12)
= [1 + sgn((; m)rˆ)R(m)=(U; m)](U; m)φ
=
aM














For r > r(rs) when sgn((; m)rˆ) < 0, this reduces to [(m)=2](U; m)φ, where
the quantity the quantity (m) is the decit angle of the tangent cone to the embed-
ding of the r- coordinate surface (with the threading geometry) in E3, as explained
in the appendix. Thus Thorne’s conical decit argument using the threading em-
bedding space? holds exactly in this region.
The total precession angular velocity of the gyroscope with respect to the distant
stars can then be written












Figure 8 shows the gravitomagnetic, geodesic, and corrected space curvature angular
velocity for extreme Kerr as functions of r=M.
Table 7. The spin precession (U; m)z^ terms for geodesic circular orbits, including low speed limits
indicated by arrows. The abbreviation γ− = γ(U−; m) is used. Note that γ− = C(1− S2)−1=2 in
the Go¨del case.
Rotating Go¨del: Kerr :
Minkowski : U− U− U
 z^
(gm)






















Table 7 summarizes the corresponding results for the rotating Minkowski and
Go¨del spacetimes, including their small r (low relative velocity) limits. This ta-
ble also lists the small M, small a limits for Kerr for comparison. These latter
expressions agree with the well known post-Newtonian results. but it is impor-
tant to note that the geodesic term in the precession formula and the corrected
space curvature term, arising from very dierent phenomena in the strong eld
case, combine to form the single \geodetic precession" term in this weak eld limit.
For the counter-rotating circular geodesics in rotating Minkowski spacetime, the
precession corresponds to the rotation of the inertial coordinate axes with respect



















Fig. 8.  versus r: plots of the geodesic, space curvature (corrected), and gravitomagnetic preces-
sion angular velocity of the spin of a gyroscope moving on (a) counter-rotating and (b) corotating
equatorial circular geodesics of a Kerr black hole with a = 0:5 as functions of the radius r. Their
sum gives the corrected precession (cor)(U; m; E)
z^=γ(U; m) with respect to the threading ob-
servers, shown as the long dashed curve. Since these are all nite, the corrected precession terms
themselves all diverge at the ergosphere boundary.
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to the threading observer axes. For the corotating circular geodesics in the Go¨del
spacetime, only the gravitomagnetic precession is nonzero and has the same value
as for the counter-rotating geodesics.
These results agree with those of Rindler and Perlick? and Iyer and Vishvesh-
wara,?, ? both of whom use rotating coordinates t0 = t; 0 =  − !t for which the
circular orbit has a xed angular coordinate in order to nd the precession angle
 of the gyroscope after one loop. This precession angle  and the precession











= [2=(U; m)φ]γ(U; m)−1(cor)(U; m; E)zˆ ; (6.14)
using equation (6.11) and recalling the proper time conversion factor. Comparing
this with equation (6.12) and recalling the additional gamma factor in equation
(6.1) shows that the contribution to the total precession angle from the corrected
space curvature precession equals the threading decit angle (m) modulo the sign
(sc,cor) = (m) : (6.15)
Of course, with some more formula juggling one can obtain the spin precession
for the case of circular orbits with arbitrary acceleration. To express this as a
function of the relative velocity and radius, one need only replace F (U; m)rˆ in the
radial component of the u = m version of Eq. (6.2) by γ(U; m)−1f(U; m)rˆ, where the
physical force f(U; m)rˆ is itself expressed in terms of those variables by Eq. (4.3).
For example, the Thomas precession term has the form
(thom)(U; m)zˆ = (U; m)φˆ[γ(U; m) + 1]−1f(U; m)rˆ
= (; m)rˆ(U; m)φˆ[γ(U; m) + 1]−1γ(U; m)2
[(U; m)φˆ − (U−; m)φˆ][(U; m)φˆ − (U+; m)φˆ] : (6.16)
Gathering the preliminary expressions for the other precession terms and doing
some involved algebra in which Eqs. (4.6) are helpful leads to the following general
result for the total precession angular velocity
(U; m; E)zˆ = 12γ(U; m)
−2(dF=d)((U; m)φˆ; (; m)φˆ; (U−; m)φˆ; (U+; m)φˆ) ;
(cor)(U; m; E)zˆ = (U; m; E)zˆ + γ(U; m)(U; m)φˆ=γφφ1/2 ; (6.17)
generalizing Eq. (6.10) to the accelerated case for all the spacetimes under consid-
eration.
The precession angular velocity (U; m; E)zˆ thus vanishes at the critical points
of the radial physical force function, corresponding to the locking of the spin to
the static spherical frame for the extremal force observers. These observers act as
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the boundary between the counter-rotating and corotating spin precession orbits
relative to the radial direction. Table 8 correlates the sign of this precession with
these intervals of relative velocity values in each of the three regions A, B, and C
assuming −++ < 0. In the limiting Schwarzschild case where region B disappears
and (ext) = 0, the spin precession (U; m; E)zˆ has the opposite sign compared to
the angular velocity in region A and the same sign in region C.
Table 8. Signs of the spin precession for circular orbits of a given angular relative velocity.
Region A Region B Region C
(U; m; E)z^ > 0 (−1; (ext)) | ((ext); 1)
(U; m; E)z^ = 0 (ext) | (ext)
(U; m; E)z^ < 0 ((ext); 1) (−1; 1) (−1; (ext))
Using the properties of the function F introduced in Eq. (4.7) and the relation
(4.6), the gyro spin precession angular velocity with respect to the static spherical
frame from its own point of view takes a very simple form analogous to the physical
acceleration it experiences
(U; m; E)zˆ = −F((U; m)φˆ; H(m)zˆ=2; (crit)−(U; m)φˆ; (crit)+(U; m)φˆ) ;
a(U)rˆ = F((U; m)φˆ; (; m)rˆ; (U−; m)φˆ; (U+; m)φˆ) : (6.18)
One can then carry over to the spin precession the entire analysis of the extrema of
the physical force function a(U)rˆ. Dening a relative dierence velocity by Eq. (4.9)
with  replaced by (crit) leads to (rel,spin) = 1=(rel) which is in the physical
range only in region B where j(rel)j > 1, (crit) are complex, and the spin precession
is always negative.
Only in this region are the corresponding critical values related to this new
relative velocity by Eq. (4.10) real
















at which a maximum negative (but minimum absolute value) spin precession angular
velocity occurs with value
−F((ext,spin); H=2; (crit)−; (crit)+) = − 12H [2 + γ(rel,spin)]=γ(rel,spin) : (6.21)
Figure 5(b) illustrates the geometry of the relative observer plane associated with
this analysis.
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Figure 9 shows both (a) the spin precession (U; m; E)zˆ and (b) the corrected
spin precession (cor)(U; m; E)zˆ at the same selected radii as a function of the thread-
ing relative velocity for a Kerr black hole with a = 0:5 outside the ergosphere where
the spin precession with respect to the distant stars makes sense. The intersections
of these curves with the short dashed curves in Figure 9(b) occur at the velocities
of the geodesic orbits, corresponding to Figure 8. The long dashed curves mark
the boundaries r(AB), r(BC) between the regions A, B, and C. One can see three
families of observers in region A for which the corrected precession vanishes. Upon
closer inspection one sees that there is one pair which respectively corotate and
counterrotate faster than the pair of timelike circular geodesics and share the same
respective observer horizons, and another family near the slicing observers which
has the ergosphere as its horizon.
Working instead with the coordinate angular velocity, de Felice? has shown
(following from a comparison of Refs. ? and [?], see also Ref. ?) and implied
the fact that the corotating Fermi-Walker spin precession vanishes exactly at the
two critical points of the radial force function, and is positive between them and
negative outside. In the approach of Iyer and Vishveshwara? for stationary axially
symmetric spacetimes, specialized to their equatorial plane case 2 = 0 = A(2), the
precession angular velocity (U; m; E)zˆ is just the sign-reversal of the rst Serret-
Frenet torsion 1 and the acceleration a(U)rˆ of the test particle (physical force) is




3@ω = − 12 [MΓ(U; m)2γφφ1/2]−1@ζa(U)rˆ
= − 12γ(U; m)−2@νF = −(U; m; E)zˆ : (6.22)
This rst torsion is called the Fermi drag by de Felice. In the case of general motion
along a Killing trajectory in a stationary axially symmetric spacetime, one can show
that the gyro spin precession angular velocity (Eq. (20) of Ref. ?) relative to the
Frenet-Serret frame Eaα is just
−!(U)(FS)α = P (U; u)αβ(U; u; E)β : (6.23)
7. Sagnac effect and synchronization defect
The Sagnac eect?,?,?,? and its timelike analog, both of which in turn are con-
nected to the synchronization defect,? refer to the asymmetry in the arrival times
of a pair of oppositely rotating timelike geodesic or null circular orbits at a given
radius as seen by a given rotating observer. If (1; 2) is the ordered pair of coor-
dinate angular velocities of such a pair (either (−; +) or ( _−; _+)), and  is the
angular velocity of a rotating observer with 4-velocity U distinct from this pair, one
easily nds that the dierence and average of the coordinate arrival times after one
complete revolution with respect to this observer are
t = S(; 1; 2) = t2 − t1 = 2 [1=(2 − )− 1=( − 1)]





































Fig. 9.  versus : plots of (a) the precession angular velocity (U; m; E)z^ and (b) the corrected
precession angular velocity (cor)(U; m; E)
z^ of the spin of a gyroscope versus the orbital physical
angular velocity for selected radii for equatorial circular orbits of a Kerr black hole with a = 0:5.
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= −4[ − (1 + 2)=2]=[( − 1)( − 2)] ;
t(avg) = (t1 + t2)=2 = 2 [1=(2 − ) + 1=( − 1)]
= [1 − 2]=[( − 1)( − 2)] ; (7.1)
the ratio of which gives the relative dierence in the coordinate arrival times
t=t(avg) = 4[ − (1 + 2)=2]=[(1 − 2)=2] : (7.2)
For the pair of oppositely rotating timelike geodesics one has
t(geo)(U) = S(; _−; _+) = −4[ − (gmp)]=[( − _−)( − _+)] ; (7.3)
while for the pair of oppositely rotating null orbits one has
t(null)(U) = S(; −; +) = −4[ − (nmp)]=[( − −)( − +)] ; (7.4)
recalling that (nmp) = (sl). Each of these may be evaluated for the slicing, thread-
ing, and extremal force observers, when the three orbits are distinct for a given
application. Note that the null arrival time dierence is proportional to the angular
momentum (2.11) of U .
The Sagnac time dierence and its timelike geodesic analog are given when the
observer is taken to be the threading observer
t(null)(m) = S(0; −; +) = 4(nmp)=(−+)
= 4(−−1 + +−1)=2 = 4Mφ ;
t(geo)(m) = S(0; _−; _+) = 4(gmp)=( _− _+)
= 4( _−−1 + _+−1)=2 = 4a [Kerr] : (7.5)
The null dierence is positive/negative when the threading observers corotate/-
counter-rotate with respect to the slicing observers (sgn t(null) = sgnNφ = sgn Mφ).
The geodesic dierence is positive assuming an upward gravitomagnetic eld
(sgnt(geo) = sgnH zˆ), with the counterrotating geodesic returning rst to the
threading observer (t2 < t1, where 2 labels the corotating geodesic). The geodesic
formula is not valid for Go¨del since the threading observer is itself geodesic, nor for
Minkowski which only has one geodesic.
The synchronization defect is just half the Sagnac time dierence and indicates
the change in coordinate time which occurs during one corotating spatial loop (




Mφ d = 2Mφ = t(null)(m)=2 : (7.6)
The analogous coordinate time dierence for the geodesic case in the Kerr spacetime
2=(car) = t(geo)(m)=2 = 2a (7.7)
